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Introduction 

 
ioneer Ltd (“ioneer”) is the full owner of the Rhyolite Ridge (“Rhyolite”) Lithium - Boron Project, located on 

Federal land (Bureau of Land Management) 40 kilometres from Tonopah in Nevada, USA. The project is 

closely situated (25 kilometres) to the Silver Peak lithium mine (~4K-5K MTpa) owned by the Albemarle 

Corporation (“ALB”). The company is completing a definitive feasibility study (“DFS”) due in Q3 2019 and 

waiting on permitting approvals and to finalize funding. Should all these be achieved according to plans 

then ioneer will be in production in 2021.    

 

  Figure 1: ioneer share price (Source: Google finance) 

 

ioneer raised A$53m in a fully subscribed capital raise in June 2018 at A$0.41 per share. This was 

exceptionally well timed and has resulted in the company securing adequate funds to finalize all milestones 

to final investment decision (“FID”), namely the pilot plant, additional drilling and DFS. Further, the 

company will have ~A$50m remaining (A$70m cash currently) after the DFS to order long lead items.  

 

As ioneer has an exceptionally low projected operating cost (US$2,000/t for Li2CO3 after boric acid 

credits) and a very experienced board, the company is well placed to secure a long term independent 

financing and supply agreement for the sulphuric acid plant (further diversified by the excess production 

of 37.5 MWh of electricity) and a long term off-take contract and prepayment financing for boric acid 

and potentially lithium carbonate. This would lower ioneer’s capex obligations and increase the projects 

estimated internal rate of return to 30%+. 
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Figure 2: ioneer mineral resource (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 

Key advantages  

 

1. Large resource: 30-year+ mine life, near surface deposit and soft ore and waste material. 

 

2. Quality key partners and contractors: Fluor is leading the DFS, SNC-Lavalin the sulphuric acid 

plant and Kemetco the pilot plant. 
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3. Strategic value: There is limited boron production outside of Turkey. U.S. Borax is likely to 

cease production at some point in the next 10 years making Rhyolite Ridge the obvious 

replacement, especially as it’s a large resource with a long life of mine. Once ioneer is capable 

of producing battery grade lithium carbonate, this will also have strategic value given the 

United States is the second-largest auto market and cathode / battery plants will have limited 

availability from local suppliers.  

 

4. Experienced board members: For a midsize company (A$257m) ioneer has a very experienced 

board and management that includes a number of senior ex Rio Tinto staff. This should prove 

instrumental in securing ioneer off-take / prepayment contracts for its boric acid production.  

 

5. Low tax rates, royalties and generous depletion allowance: Nevada has a net proceeds tax of 

5% and there is a 3.02% Esmeralda County property tax. The Federal Tax rate is only 21%. 

Furthermore, ioneer can utilize a 22% depletion allowance.  

 

6. Low opex due to two product revenue streams: As ioneer will produce both boric acid and 

lithium carbonate the net operating cost per tonne of ore processed is low. Offsetting the boric 

acid revenue against operating costs places ioneer as the lowest cost producer of lithium 

carbonate globally.  

 

7. Strategic financing alternatives: The current ratio of the pre-feasibility study (“PFS”) capex 

requirement of US$600m relative to the market capitalization of US$183m is high. However, 

ioneer released an announcement on the 3rd of April 2019 notifying investors that the capex for 

the sulphuric acid plant, now designed on a fit for purpose basis, had dropped US$60m and 

further DFS capex reductions were expected. These cuts are all important, however, the likely 

success of the project is dependent on the company securing either vendor / offtake funding 

and / or the sulphuric acid plant (plus 37.5 MWh spare electricity generation) being built by a 

third party that provides ioneer with electricity and acid on a commercial basis. As a result of its 

low operating cost and high margins and given the experienced board, these initiatives should 

come to fruition that would substantially lower the capex amount to be paid by ioneer (model 

estimates US$275m).  
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Key risks and issues 

 
1. Technical grade carbonate: The market for technical grade carbonate is fast becoming oversupplied 

as converters struggle to meet battery grade specifications. Demand growth rates in this market 

segment are limited to GDP like numbers making it imperative that ioneer executes its planned 

upgrade to battery grade chemicals as soon as steady state production is reached.  

 

2. Asia shipping costs: Transportation costs to ship boric acid (US$160/t) to Asia are substantial 

relative to the assumed selling price (US$700/t). ioneer’s margins would be boosted by the sale of 

boric acid into the domestic United States market.  

 

Fair Value Estimate 

For preparation of this report, I have reviewed in detail ioneer’s PFS disclosure, undertaken a site 

visit to the core shack, property and surrounding area on March 14th and 15th, interviewed the CEO 

and conducted separate independent research. 

I have built my own financial model using conservative assumptions regarding capex and operating 

costs and conclude that ioneer could potentially earn a steady state EBITDA of US$206m following 

the successful construction and ramp of an integrated project including a mine, sulphuric acid plant 

(independent), crushing and vat leaching, boric acid and lithium plants (producing technical grade 

carbonate to start and upgrading to battery grade after 5 years).  

Based on the current lithium equity market conditions, I have also used certain prepayment and 

equity issuance assumptions and arrived at an estimated fair value of ioneer in Jan 2024 of A$1.00 

per share should the outlined strategy be achieved, representing a 5x uplift over 4-5 years or a 

~40% internal rate of return over this time period.  
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Figure 3: Graphical depiction of Lithium demand patterns due to energy storage. 

(ALB Company Reports) 
 

The case for lithium - chemical supply / demand fundamentals 
 
According to SQM, 2018 saw lithium demand increase by approximately 25%. With annual future growth 

estimated by all the “big 4” lithium producers at 21% p.a. to 2025, the expected annual demand will be 1M 

MT with an upward bias. This represents a material shift as most brokers and producers were still 

forecasting ~650K MT in 2017/2018. This notable increase is largely driven by growth in absolute EV sales 

and the increase in average battery size in EV’s. Consequently, the demand growth rate from energy 

storage solutions (45%+) could exceed EV sales and represent a material percentage of lithium demand 

post-2030.  

 

In reference to Figure 3, which depicts ALB’s demand forecast graph, a predicted step change in demand 

from 2023 is evident. This ties in with Bloomberg NEF’s forecast of average battery pack prices falling 

below US $100/kWh in 2024 (US $94/kWh). US $100/kWh is considered the inflection point at which EV’s 

will not only be cheaper from a running cost perspective but also from that of sale prices. Cheaper battery 

prices will be driven by production volume growth at battery “megafactories”. Bloomberg NEF research 

estimates the “learning curve” at 18% for every doubling of capacity.  
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Figure 4: Graphical depiction of Lithium ion battery megafactories’ capacity through to 2028 

(Benchmark Mineral Intelligence, 2019) 

 

BMI is now tracking over 70 planned megafactories targeting over 1.6 TWh of capacity by 2028. 

 

 

Figure 5:  Graphical depiction of Lithium-ion battery price outlook. 
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A substantially increased penetration in EV sales in the United States auto market is implied in all these 

demand forecasts. Sales of Tesla’s model 3 in 2018 provide an indication of the potential for EV sales 

volumes. However, the United States EV auto supply chain is inadequately prepared for such an increase. 

There is a strong likelihood the recent investment announcement by SK Innovation (a battery plant in 

Georgia) and further cathode / battery cell and pack producers will increase in volume in time. This would 

enhance the value of ioneer, given its location and planned chemical output of battery grade carbonate 

(after year 5). For the immediate future, the United States lags China and soon Europe in developing an 

integrated EV supply chain. 

The case for boron - supply / demand fundamentals 
 
 

 

Figure 6:  Boron uses (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 
 
 

Whilst the boron market is of a similar size to lithium it is characterized by even more of a concentration of 

market participants. Two companies essentially control 80% of supply and in the case of U.S. Borax (Rio 

Tinto operating in Boron, California) its main operating asset is maturing and costs are rising. Rio Tinto has 

the Jadar project in Serbia but by all accounts there is still a substantial amount of feasibility and 

development work to be done. Originally Jadar was targeting production in 2023, that currently looks 

highly unlikely. No doubt Rio Tinto will want to replace U.S.Borax, however, Jadar is not likely to be 

operational within the next 5-8 years. With Turkey already supplying about 50% of the boron market, 
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customers do not want to become more reliant  on Eti Maden to supply this essential ingredient for their 

products. This presents an opportunity for ioneer to step in as a meaningful supplier of boric acid in the 

United States and Asia. 

 

 

Figure 7:  Boron locations (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 
 

 

Figure 8:  Boron markets (Source: ioneer Company Reports 
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The demand growth for boron may not be as high as lithium but it is certainly growing in excess of many 

other commodities on the back of increasing demand from the construction, solar and specialty glass 

sectors (mobile phones). In addition, boron is used in specialty chemicals, including neodymium-iron-boron 

permanent magnets used in electric motors. Given its 4-6% consensus projected annual growth rate, the 

boron market could accommodate an additional supplier and absorb extra material within a reasonable 

time frame. As boron contracts are very opaque and contracted privately, having experienced board 

members that were industry insiders is key for ioneer. In addition ioneer has used a long-term price of 

US$700/t, at the lower end of historic prices. 

 

Market estimates for boric acid range above US$700/t over the next 5-10 years suggesting ioneer could 

price its quality product at the low end of estimates in return for a long-term off-take agreement and a 

prepayment facility to help fund upfront capex. With the boron market being a closed affair new supply 

can only come on stream if there is clear demand for the product. Through a combination of the high 

industry demand growth rates and the planned slow ramp up in production by ioneer during the first 3-4 

years, the market should be able to absorb new supply relatively easily.  

 

 

Figure 9:  Boric acid projected prices (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 
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Project overview 

 
 

Figure 10: Searlesite versus clay (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 
 

 

Figure 11: Rhyolite cross section diagram (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 
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 The ioneer Rhyolite project has a number of favourable characteristics: 

- Flat terrain with no competing land uses or nearby residents 

- Low lying flat deposit with a consistently thick searlesite layer rich in both lithium and boron 

- Easily strippable waste material  

- Coarse material  - produces a high quality boric acid (see Figure 13) 

- No need for a tailings dam and no residual acid production 

- Lithium-rich clay will be stockpiled, if a new technology can be found to cheaply process this 

material then ioneer will benefit 

- Two revenue streams diversifying price risk (lithium is a critical mineral on the U.S. list) 

- Nevada is mining friendly and encouraging of new projects – no major flora or fauna issues at 

the site (managing the buckwheat plant issue is easily manageable) 

 

Figure 12: Rhyolite location (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 
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Figure 13: Rhyolite boric acid analysis (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 
 

Given the low levels of impurities and large crystal size, coupled with its location, ioneer will produce a 

premium product highly desirable in the boric acid market. It should be noted that ioneer used the 

conventional process flow sheet developed for the PFS to produce the samples. The scale of the 

metallurgical testwork is currently being increased with Kemetco being awarded the pilot plant contract. 

The plant will run a bulk sample of 30 tons during May-June 2019 and the results will hopefully confirm the 

PFS flow sheet design. Further, samples of lithium carbonate and boric acid produced will be provided to 

potential off-take partners and other interested parties. 
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   Processing plant flow sheet 
 

 
Figure 14: Rhyolite processing flow sheet (Source: ioneer Company Reports) 

 
 
ioneer will open pit mine and then crush the ore to about an inch. As mentioned, the waste rock and clay 

mineralisation is soft and easily removable. The crushed ore is then leached in vats to produce a pregnant 

leach solution (“PLS”). This solution is then processed to first extract the boron and then lithium through a 

series of evaporation and crystallization steps. Those steps are currently used in the mining industry – the 

leaching process is similar to copper vat leaching and the crystallization process is similar to that used at 

other boron operations in the United States and offshore. With respect to the lithium carbonate extraction 

process, this is similar to brine projects, the difference being the acceleration of the evaporation process 

with the use of steam (not evaporation ponds that are exposed to vagaries of changing weather 

conditions). There is no new or unproven technology being used by ioneer to process its ore.  
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Figure 15:  Mine Concentrator Flow sheet 

(ioneer Company Reports) 
 

There is very little clay content in the searlesite ore (searlesite represents approximately 40% of the total 

ore). Using sulphuric acid for leaching the ore results in a very high recovery rate (95%-98%) into the PLS 

achieved during a short acid residence time. The low clay content of the ore results in the PLS being readily 

filtered and the residue rock being easily washed without the need for large tanks, thickeners or tailings 

dams. The ultimate recovery rate estimates for lithium (81.5%) and boron (83.5%) appear reasonable.  
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Timeline, opex and capex analysis for the processing plant 

 

Figure 16: Table depicting ioneer’s proposed timeline 

(ioneer company reports) 
 

In my opinion the estimated timeline for the DFS is fair, there is however likely to be a slight delay for the 

environmental approval process and finalization of a strategic partner and financing. The delay is unlikely 

to be material but the final investment decision could be delayed until H1 2020. ioneer’s estimated 

construction and ramp up period of 18-months appears reasonable subject to confirmation of the 

independent construction timeline of the sulphuric acid plant by a third party. 

 

The ramp up period after construction involves the commissioning of all four areas of processing plant, 

crusher, leaching, boric acid and lithium carbonate. There will be some minor adjustments needed and the 

fair value model has factored in some cost overrun. 

 

Based on management interaction and company releases, the likely operational start date is between 

the company’s targeted Q3 2021 and a more conservative Q1 2022. This reflects a potential delay of up 

to approximately six months but should provide the company with additional time to secure a strong off-
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take arrangement. The lithium market and pricing are anticipated to be firmer in early 2020 and, owing to 

this, a delay could be opportunistic for ioneer regarding negotiations. The company will be vulnerable to 

the pricing of technical grade carbonate and the opportune time to secure an agreement would be 

during a buoyant market.  With respect to boric acid, ioneer’s position as a second producer in the 

United States alongside a declining production profile from U.S. Borax, should secure a long-term off-take 

agreement from local buyers for a relatively high percentage of its volumes. Especially given the quality of 

samples produced and soon to be confirmed by the pilot plant.  

 

By January 2022 there is a high probability that the USA auto market will have made significant progress 

in securing an integrated domestic supply chain to manufacture EV’s. SK Innovation recently announced 

plans to build a US$1.65bn battery cell plant in Georgia. LG Chem produces some cathode in Michigan 

and additional plants should follow this lead and the logical extension of that development will be the 

desire to secure lithium chemicals from US based suppliers. Sourcing chemicals domestically will reduce 

the risk of potential foreign export taxes or even outright export bans in the event that there is a global 

shortage of cathode / battery cell / pack supply. The transition by ioneer from producing technical 

grade carbonate to battery grade is critical if the company is to sell the majority of its production in 

the United States at premium pricing.  
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Processing cost estimates 

 

Figure 17: ioneer processing cost estimates (ioneer company reports) 

 

The PFS highlighted processing costs of US$36.83/t in years 1-4 and then a fall to US$30.34/t once the 

cogeneration turbines are added to the planned sulphuric acid plant and produce all the electricity 

required for the project and a surplus of 37.5 MWh of electricity that can be sold into the grid for at 

least US$0.04 per kWh.  As the estimated fair value model assumes the sulphuric acid plant will be 

funded by a third party, ioneer will be required to pay market related prices for electricity and acid 

(estimated fair value total opex costs of between US$56.52 – US$56.89/t).  

 

 

Approximately 52% of all operating costs are for sulphur, electricity represents ~4%.  The estimated 

fair value model assumes the independent funder will levy a price increase of 15% over the PFS 

estimates to generate an acceptable internal rate of return. 
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Figure 18:  Graph illustrating Conservative Capital budgets 

(Company Reports & Canaccord Genuity) 
 

Ioneer has a forecasted capex per tonne of installed capacity of US$18,600/t – this is conservative relative 

to integrated converters and brines. Given the location of the Rhyolite project in Nevada, capacity and 

the process flow sheet, ioneer’s estimate appears realistic. The estimated fair value model assumes a 

US$25m cost overrun.  

 

   
 

ioneer 
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       Management, major shareholders and outstanding share options 

 

Figure 19: Corporate Snapshot (ioneer Company Reports) 

 

      Figure 20: Corporate Snapshot (ioneer Company Reports) 

 

Directors hold a meaningful interest (8%) in the company and, as such, many key members of the 

board were involved in the project from its initiation. James Calaway, the non-executive Chairman, has 

invested a substantial amount in ioneer equity and was previously a founder of Orocobre Limited, 

operator of the first green-field lithium brine project in 20 years. The top 20 shareholders collectively 

own 60%, indicating a tight and supportive register.  
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Most of the outstanding options expire between April and May 2022. The financial models assume the 

issue of share options and the receipt of the strike price if the fair value of the share is higher than the 

strike price of the relevant option at the time of expiry. The cash flows received by the exercise of 

these options will be minimal and it’s assumed they will be used for corporate expenses as well as 

working capital.  
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Estimated fair value analysis 

 
Figure 21: Table summarising the base case estimated fair value and issued shares 

(Author and Company Reports) 
 

Key assumptions used: 

 
 

The estimated fair value of ioneer when fully ramped by Jan 2024 is an EV/EBITDA multiple of 9x steady 

state earnings of US$206m (A$288.5m) that equates to a share price of A$1.00. This model assumes that 

ioneer will raise US$250m equity at A$0.32 per share in July 2020.  
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ioneer author potential DFS with externally funded sulphuric acid plant and prepayment (lithium & boric acid) 

 

Assumptions: 

1. Sulphuric acid plant externally funded 

2. Prepayment funding at 7%, US$150m, amortizing over 5-6 years 

3. ioneer funds US$275m (assumed capex overrun of ~US$25m) 

4. Cost of production (processing opex) increases to US$40/t from US$36.83/t due to separate sulphuric acid plant 
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Conclusion 

 

ioneer is strategically located as a potential supplier of both boric acid and lithium to the United States 

market.  As the United States auto market is the second largest globally the need for a stream lined 

supply chain to OEM’s will become critical in years to come. Whilst ioneer can unlock value in the near 

term with further drilling the major uplift will come from a meaningful reduction in the absolute capex 

requirement for the project and the lowering of the company’s share of overall capex spend. 

Therefore, securing external funding for the sulphuric acid plant and an off-take partner for both the 

boric acid and lithium (glass and ceramics industries) is paramount.  A further matter of urgency will be 

the upgrading of lithium production from technical grade to battery grade after year four. The market 

for technical grade lithium is limited and the demand growth is likely to be GDP related. It is the 

author’s opinion that the price for technical grade lithium carbonate will remain under pressure in the 

years to come given oversupply from China (and other) brines and poor quality spodumene 

concentrate and inexperienced converters. 

 

ioneer has excellent key partners, in particular, those delivering the definitive feasibility study (Fluor), 

sulphuric acid plant (SNC-Lavalin) and pilot plant (Kemetco). 

 

It is advised that ioneer finalises a number of milestones in 2019. These follow below. 

 

o Updated reserve and resource replace in 2Q 2019 

o Kemetco providing a pilot plant and samples to customers 2Q 2019 

o Environmental approval process – target 2019 

o Potential vendor financing and strategic partnerships (2019) 

 

Given ioneer’s structure, choice of key partners, location and access to infrastructure, the company is 

unlikely to face major unexpected cost problems for the crushing, vat leaching, boric acid and lithium 

carbonate plants. Most of the capex relates to equipment that can be determined with a fair level of 

accuracy or with cost guarantees.  The probable cost overruns relate to post-ramp modifications to 

equipment and possible minor flow sheet adjustments. As a precaution, ioneer is likely to require a 

temporary working capital drawdown facility during the commissioning phase.   
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The estimated fair value for ioneer, should they execute on building and ramping the planned boric 

acid and technical lithium carbonate (ultimately battery grade) plant, is estimated at A$1.00 (~40% 

compound return expectation at all life cycle stages) with further upside potential should the 

company raise capital at a higher share price than the estimated fair value model and improve the 

grade and lower the strip ratio with further drilling success.  
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APPENDIX 
 

ioneer PFS model (author version) 
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ioneer PFS model with US$10k Li2CO3 Years 1-5 & US$13k Li2CO3 Years 6 onwards (author version) 
 

 


